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« A PERFECT WORLD »
T H E L E L I è v r e w allpape r c o lle c ti o n b y j ea n pa u l g a u ltie r

This collection of wallpapers allows us to be reborn from the original magma and
then move from floral exuberance, a sweet ode to joy,
to the faux arid expanse of the «crazed» Thebaïd.
Immerse yourself in the phenomenal, unfathomable world of the oceans teeming with
life, finally to depart, with your head among the shooting stars,
to explore new planets and dreams ...
A world where luxuriance and asceticism, the animal, the vegetable and the mineral
live together in harmony ...
A perfect world !

10 PATTERNS TO EXPLORE AND ONE PANORAMIC... ABYSSAL.

ABYSSAL
3325 - 1 colour

PRÉCIEUX
3326 - 4 colours

Scenic : This scenic Abyssal fabric sits somewhere
between dream and reality : coral, seahorses, jellyfish
and more will take you on a wonderful trip deep
beneath the sea.

ÉCAILLES
3327 - 2 colours
A rare sight in the ocean and a luxury to wear,
precious shagreen.
The embossed, slightly raised texture feels as if it’s
been eroded by waves.
Turn any garment into a treasure.

CORAIL
3324 - 4 colours

Scales crimped with metallic thread to look like
mother of pearl.
Available in ocean or sand colour.

EMBOSSÉ
3315 - 12 colours

Extend your holidays and explore the wonderful
world of shelles and other magical creatures.
Printed on vinyl, washable wallpaper.

This new «Embossé» wallpaper is satin soft, looks
like copper, and is reminiscent of Haute Couture rosé
champagne satin.

THÉBAÏDE
3329 - 3 colours

MAGMA
3328 - 1 colour

The satin background on this non-woven wallpaper is
all the more soft for being set against the cracks in the
precious porcelain and African desert print.

ÉTOILES
3332 - 3 colours
This non-woven satin wallpaper is printed and soft.
It’s a combination of modern and classic.

COQUELICOTS
3331 - 3 colours

This simple non-woven fabric is so dreamy, it’ll have
your head up in the clouds, night and day.

C É L É B R AT I O N
3330 - 1 colour

This minimal, stylish poppy print matches everything.
It can be teamed with Celebration (3330) or be used
on its own.

This wallpaper speaks of luxury and abundance:
daisies, peonies, poppies and more are printed onto
weave-look vinyl - a celebration of year-round joy.
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About Lelièvre, Publishing and creative studio since 1914 :
Contemporary designs and original editions … Since 2014, Lelievre has created and edited exclusive international collections of fabrics and coordinating home accessories. The fabrics represent an eclectic audacious world with designs inspired
by wfashion, travel, art and natural effects.
Tassinari&Chatel is a brand owned by Lelièvre.
Jean Paul Gaultier by Lelièvre is a licence distributed exclusively by Lelièvre.

